Valveless Pulse Jet Engine

A valveless pulse jet engine is a type of jet engine in which combustion occurs in pulses. A pulse jet engine can be made with few or no moving parts, and is capable of running statically (i.e. it does not need to have air forced into its inlet, typically by forward motion).

Pulse Jet Engine - Wikipedia

A pulse jet engine (or pulse jet) is the simplest known jet propulsion device. Valveless pulsejets are low in cost, light weight, powerful and easy to operate.

Homemade Valveless Pulsejet Motor | Make:

How a pulsejet works is actually very simple. With a valveless design (which this is), fuel and air are directed into a combustion chamber. The combustion chamber is capable of running statically (i.e. it does not need to have air forced into its inlet, typically by forward motion).

Valveless Pulsejet - Wikipedia

A valveless pulsejet (or pulse jet) is the simplest known jet propulsion device. Valveless pulsejets are low in cost, light weight, powerful and easy to operate.
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